


B/ Text Exploration
6) - Join the following statements using as appropriate the following connectors: 1,5 pts

although ; so ….that ; whom

a)-Fred is a student at the university. He does not speak English fluently.

b)-Clara is angry. She has not talked to us all this morning.

c)-Maria sent an e-mail to the girl. The girl is her key pal.

7) - Rewrite the sentences below to describe the objects in two other ways. 2 pts

A)-The egg is oval.

a- The egg………. b- Its ……….

B)- The dress is white and red.

a-The dress ….....                          b-Its ………..

8) - Re-order the words to make two coherent sentences. 1,5 pts

a)- washing/ However/ is/ machine/ The/ water/ . / useful/ . / it / , / uses /  much

b)- desk / The / square / . / four / with / legs / is

9) - Fill in the gaps with : educates – best – different – relax  2 pts

TV is the……. invention that man has ever made. It allows  people to ……. after a hard

day’s work. Moreover, it …….. children because it shows them documentaries on ……..

topics.

PART TWO: WRITTEN EXPRESSION (6 pts)
Choose one of the following topics:
Topic one: Use the notes in the table below to write a presentation of the car.

A B
1)- Introduction The importance of the car…
2)- Problem People had to travel long distances…
3)-Original solution Use of animals (camels, horses…)
4)-problems with the solution Slow / uncomfortable
5)-Invention Nicolas J Cugnot invented a three wheeled car
6)-Problems Slow and hard to operate.
7)-New invention Karl Benz invented the modern automobile

8)-Conclusion Nowadays millions of people use it in their
everyday movements and travels

Topic two: Write a paragraph of about 9 lines about the advantages and the drawbacks
(disadvantages) of TV.
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